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evaluation |   Mariola Fortuño / Victor G. Segarra

The issue you have before you includes several projects linked to museum 
spaces.

From the time of ancient Greece and Rome, collections of valuable objects 
and works of art were exhibited to the public in the houses of aristocrats, 
and these exhibitions wereoften extended to the garden. Later, during the 
Renaissance, when the idea of the museum as we know it today was 
conceived –as spaces expressly dedicated to the conservation and exhibition 
of collections– courtyards and gardens were also used as places to display 
paintings and sculptures. 

But in this issue, the gardens are treated as works of art themselves that are 
an attractive destination for visitors and a complement to the museum.

These landscaping interventions, given the title of museum gardens, are 
understood as those that, through their characteristics, are part of, or in 
some way related to, the museum and the cultural experience. They are 
either spaces that support the works of art, or expand the content of the 
museum itself, or are a unique part of the enjoyment of the museum’s cultural 
offerings. Some become an extension of the museum’s programme, even 
being the setting for open-air events, while others are based on dialogue with 
the works on display, or act as a juxtaposition or reinterpretation of them.

As if this were a recommended itinerary for visiting this issue of the 
magazine, we propose a tour of four projects, which begins with an 
installation that coexists with the works of art, followed by a garden that 
is another piece of the collection, a third that extends the content of the 
museum outdoors and a fourth that expands the programme of cultural 
and outdoor activities and turns it into a museum park.

These are projects of widely differing scales and using very different resources, 
although they all employ vegetation, the garden, as a design element, 
and they all have in common the link with the site, taking as themes 
the cultural landscape or the history of the location or the pre-existing 
conditions uncovered.
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The first two projects are installations based almost exclusively on vegetation, 
where plants are the main element through which very particular relationships 
are established with the surroundings or with the artistic works on display. On 
the other hand, in the second two projects, vegetation is one more resource 
among others that are also relevant, including mineral or stone-based elements, 
or powerful transformations of the land, among others. However, an interesting 
work witha green aspect linked to ecology and the connection with the natural 
or urban environmentalso appears.

The landscaping for the Chillida Leku Museum tries to establish a dialogue with 
Eduardo Chillida’s sculptures, always with a deep respect for the work of art, 
and bearing in mind that the author conceived his artistic work to be related to 
the nature of the surroundings. It should be said that only the first phase of this 
project is shown, still at a very early stage.

At the Bombas Gens art centre, one has the opportunity to enjoy the garden 
as one moreexhibit of the museum. This garden is as modernist as the 
architectural space in which it is located, where the work carriedout with the 
plant species is exceptional, inspired by the force of nature to take possession 
of the site, playing with the exuberance of the exotic species, combined with 
fruit trees,evoking the culture of cultivation in the Valencian countryside.

In the park of the Natural History Museum of St. Gallen, the design extends 
the museum’s informative programme to the outdoors. The resources and tools 
used play with the relationship between the natural and the artificial, extending 
the educational function of the museum and establishing a direct relationship 
with the cultural heritage of this fragment of peri-urban landscape.  

A visit to the Park-Museum of Louvre-Lens is possible even when the museum 
is closed. The landscape project is an artwork in itself that joins together the 
dynamics of the vegetation with art and the cultural memory of a powerful 
mining landscape. It is both aprelude to and anextension of the fascinating 
museum from SANAA, a space for the social and cultural regeneration of the 
region and a catalyst for the biodiversity of an anthropized mining landscape.

Paisea is one more voice in the vindication of landscape architecture, and in 
this issue it is seen in four projects designed from this discipline, the work of 
professional landscape architects able to relate multiple points of view with 
very complex storylines, and yet weave them into a unique design. 

For this reason, the following interventions are far from being mere 
landscaping installations or the modification of a space; these are not 
gardenssituated next to the museum, but the creation of new places with 
their own strengths and personalities, which providefresh experiences.
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landscaping project in 
Chillida Leku

1

Hernani | Guipúzcoa | Spain

Piet Oudolf landscape architect
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estado anterior, vista 

aérea

estado anterior

Piet Oudolf: the first phase 

of Chillida Leku      text | Álvaro de la Rosa

Piet Oudolf’s intervention corresponds to the joint proposal of the developer 
Hauser & Wirth and the Chillida family to introduce a striking landscape 
element for the new opening of the Chillida Leku museum.

Nothing is more appropriate than a landscape artist of the status of Piet Oudolf to 
dialogue and contrast with the work of Chillida, and to this end two very different 
and complementary scales of intervention in the landscape have been created. 

Eduardo Chillida’s approach utilises space as its great protagonist. Enchanted 
by trees and their free growth in large fields and forested areas, there is 
a permanent dialogue between his sculptures and the different spatial 
environments created by these trees. It is a sculptor’s space.

In the new intervention created by Oudolf, passionately contemporary, we 
see another scale, that of herbaceous plants and shrubs dialoguing with each other 
through a much more pictorial language. It is a perspective whose starting 
point is botany, creating a canvas that changes continuously and behaves as if it 
were living art.

Piet Oudolf visited Chillida Leku on several occasions during 2018, both with 
the architect and the developer. His last visit was in November with me, as 
the landscape architect responsible for turning his vision into reality.

After this second visit, during which Oudolf confirmed his areas of action, 
the landscape architecture team proceeded to generate some scale templates 
of the areas of action of Phase I in accordance with the characteristics he 
requested, in order for him to make his hand drawings on them. Based on 
these, Oudolf generated the typical and pictorial planting plans that so define 
him (December 2018).
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Aerial photo of Chillida Leku 

planta de la plaza 

A.  limit of the forest 

B.  perennial border 

C.  meadow of perennials 

pavilion

B

B

B

C

A

entrance 
control

Areas of operation in the museum 

entrances

Regarding the supply and availability of the plants, Oudolf was advised from 
the outset that it was best for them to come directly from the Netherlands, from 
the nurseries he was used to working with. This decision proved to be the right 
one since for the small replacements that have been necessary it has been 
challenging to locate them in another area.

One of the most interesting aspects of this intervention by Piet Oudolf, apart 
from the fact of working for the fi rst time in the climate of the north of the 
peninsula, is that we can see two of his diff erent botanical palettes: one of trees 
and shrubs and the other of perennials, since his work is normally more related 
to the latter.

Regarding the shrubbery area defi ned by Oudolf as “Woodland border”, the idea is 
to generate a long, wide strip (5m) of vegetation that welcomes us immediately 
upon our arrival at the museum, separating us vertically from the fi eld behind, 
but maintaining its presence. Additionally, it leads us to the entrance of the 
enclosure, enhancing the image of the Zabalaga farmhouse so important to 
Chillida, higher up in the background. 

This strip is made up of trees of varying sizes and the shrubs surrounding them, 
which, although they have been planted young, will grow to form a dense mass, 
with varying sizes, branches and volumes. This area will be of greatest interest 
in spring and autumn. The trees include among the largest: Amelanchier 
Lamarckii, Gleditsia triacanthos Inermis, Halesia monticola and Prunus x 
Yedoensis.  Medium sized trees include: Aesculus parvifl ora, Cercis Canadensis 
“Forest Pansy” and Halesia monticola. Behind these are a number of species 
that are right on the cusp between small tree and large shrub: Callicarpa 
bodinieri, Clerodendrum trichotomum, Cornus x Rutgersensis, Hamamelis x 
intermedia and Magnolia x soulangeana. At the shrub level, the high proportion 
used of Azaleas, Japonicas and Mollis, and the wonderful Paeonia Rockii with 
its enormous white fl owers stand out. In short, this area will be a symphony 
of masses of leaves at diff erent heights, with a great variation in textures and 
autumn colouring, contrasted with a spring blossoming of fl owers of all sizes, 
shapes and colours. As an evergreen structure, there are Laurus nobilis and 
Choisya Aztec in this area. Also interesting are the hedges planted to visually 
cushion the presence of the car park, with mixed hedges of Carpinus Betulus, 
Cornus Mas and Acer Campestre.
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View of the entrance pavilion 

and perennial garden in Zone B. 
Garden and its relationship with 

the sculptures of E. Chillida.  
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vista aérea

Zone A. Limit of the forest. Drawings by Piet

Oudolf. 
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l Photographs of Zone B, structural

composition with the different species

and the depth effect.

In contrast, and of greater interest in the summer season, there are the three 
areas of perennials that accompany us on our arrival at the pavilion, which 
is the nerve centre of the museum. This area is defi ned by Oudolf as the 
“Perennial border”. This pavilion was initially designed by Chillida and the 
architect Joaquín Montero and has been restored and adapted to new needs on 
the occasion of the opening in 2019 by Argentine architect Luis Laplace.

These three areas of perennials are in harmony with the organisation of 
the arrival and departure traffi  c of the museum complex. This causes an 
interesting eff ect since, as the plants are distributed in patches, more or less 
repeated between the three zones, the characteristics of height, lightness, 
density and visuals are repeated in diff erent perspectives, creating depth 
eff ects as we move between them.

For this part of the project there was a phase of intense research into the 
availability of the plants, which led to considerable changes between the initial 
proposal of species suggested by Oudolf as a list of possibilities and the fi nal 
selection made on the basis of the species actually available. In fact, the fi nal 
list of 30 species included twice as many (66 species) in its initial version.

From this area I would personally highlight the Amsonias hubritchii and 
salicifolia, Echinacea pallida, Echinops Veitch ‘Blue’, Eryngium ‘Big Blue’, 
the enormous Eupatorium Riesenschirm, the Persicarias and Lysimachias 
and the Molinias, although it is important to note that the evolution is almost 
continuous and thus it is continually changing, transforming and creating new 
points of interest and angles of enjoyment. 

This plantation will soon be continued in a second phase, with a similar but 
not identical plantation on the other side of the pavilion, called the “Perennial 
meadow” by Oudolf.
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Photographs of Zone B, structural 

and pictorial composition with the 

different species of perennials.

In terms of the execution of the work, the first task was to empty the existing 
lands, which were excessively clayey and, additionally, were in the lower 
part of the slope at a level quite close to that of the river, and were thus 
continuously waterlogged. To this end, extensive drainage ditches were built, 
which have proved to be essential. At the same time, an analysis of the soils 
was carried out.

In addition, when carrying out a study of the chosen shrub species it became 
apparent that the pH of the soils required by these species required a more 
acidic composition. Thus the topsoil introduced into the shrubbery areas 
was completely new and needed a modification with a more acidic pH. A 
cover of pine bark was laid for the first year, although Oudolf’s intention is to 
eventually plant a groundcover species, still to be defined. Initially, watering 
was to be carried out by hand with the installation of some water taps, but 
the intense heat of the summer of 2019 led us to install a drip system. In this 
site, everything has worked quite well, except for the Choisyas. As a general 
comment, all the species are known, but the varieties used are new to us.

For the area of perennials, the modifications to the soil were different than for 
the shrubs. To avoid placing a layer of bark, which would have complicated 
weeding, the area was topped with mushroom growing soil, as this has very 
similar characteristics to the “sterilized soil” that Oudolf was asking for. In 
this area, watering has been carried out manually and directly to the plants 
to minimise as much as possible the growth of weeds. This area of perennials 
has a very humid terrain due to the proximity to the river and the presence 
of trees that provide shade all afternoon, so it is going through a process of 
readjustment with Piet Oudolf with respect to some species.

Another key point was the choice of the construction company for the garden, 
in which the crucial factor was that Kimubat was already familiar with Piet 
Oudolf’s work.

As the initial growing cycle has completed, as we planted in March 2019, it 
can be said that the first summer was very hard on the plants (temperatures 
of up to 38ºC). Moreover, the climate in Donosti in winter is humid, but not 
freezing, so the challenge will be to manage the winter image of this garden 
in accordance with the aesthetics of Piet Oudolf.

In the second winter, the key is to prune the shrubs and select substitutes for 
some of the perennials that have excessive humidity.
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Botanical palette of perennial used

01.  Achilea “Credo”

02.  Achilea “Feuerland”

03.  Achilea “Helia Glashoff”

04.  Agastache “Black Adder”

05.  Allium “Summer Beauty”

06.  Amorpha canescens

07.  Amsonia hubrichtii

08.  Amsonia tabernaemontana vaar. Salicifolia

09.  Anemone “Hadspen Abundance”

10.  Asclepias incarnata

11.  Aster “Litle Carlow”

12.  Aster amellus “Sonora”

13.  Aster lateriflorus “Horizontalis”

14.  Aster macrophyllus “Twilight”

15.  Calamintha nepeta ssp. nepeta

16.  Crambe cordifolia

17.  Dianthus carthusianorum

18.  Echinacea pallida “Hula Dancer”

19.  Echinops bannaticus

20.  Eryngium alpinum

21.  Eryngium yuccifolium

22.  Festuca mairei

23.  Gentiana asclepiadea

24.  Geranium “Patricia”

25.  Geraniem “Rozanne”

26.  Gillenia trifoliata

27.  Helenium “Moerheim Beauty”

28.  Iris chrysographes “Black Form”

29.  Knautia macedonica

30.  Liatris spicata
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31.  Limonium latifolium

32.  Lobelia vedrariensis

33.  Lychnis chalcedonicaa

34.  Lysimachia ephemerum

35.  Lythrum salicaria “Swirl”

36.  Molinia “Moorhexe”

37.  Molinia “Transparent”

38.  Monarda bradburiana

39.  Nepeta govaniana

40.  Origanum laevigatum “Hopleys”

41.   Paeonia hybrida “Delavayi”

42.  Panicum “Shenandoah”

43.  Panicum “Shenandoah”

44.  Pennisetum viridescens

45.  Penstemon digitalis “Husker Red”

46.  Perovskia

47.  Persicaria amplexicaulis “Alba”

48.  Persicaria amplexicaulis “Orange Field”

49.  Rudbekia subtomentosa

50.  Salvia verticillata “Purple Rain”

51.  Sanguisorba “Red Button”

52.  Sanguisorba tenuifolia “Rubra”

53.  Scabiosa columbaria

54.  Scutellaria incana

55.  Sedum “Coral Reeves”

56.  Sedum “Matrona”

57.  Selinum wallichianum

58.  Serratula seoanei

59.  Sesleria autumnalis

60.  Stipa barbata
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uso lúdico socialuso de la plaza

technical data

project     LANDSCAPING PROJECT IN CHILLIDA LEKU 

location     Hernani | Guipúzcoa | Spain

clients       Hauser & Wirth                               

author      Piet Oudolf . landscape architect

project management   La Rosa Maura SL

collaborators    Álvaro de la Rosa  | landscape architect

     Iban Simon | gardener

collaborating fi rms

construction management  Kimubat - K1 Ekopaisaia SLL

vegetation    Rjynbeek en Zoon BV,  Pepinieres Lafi tte, 

     Viveros La Busta

date of project phase 1     2018 /2019

construction date     2019

surface area    Oudolf :  Shrubs 699 m2 Perennials 461 m2  

     Álvaro de la Rosa : Pavilion 138 m2 (fi eld) + 180 m2  

     (rear) 

             Rest areas (entrance, etc.): 300 m2 

     total 1.138 m2 

budget     96.000 €

total cost    160.000 €  (90 €/ m2)

photography    Álvaro de la Rosa | Mikel Chillida

work of Eduardo Chillida | Courtesy of Sucesión  de E. Chillida y Hauser & Wirth c Zabalaga Leku. Valencia VEGAP 2020
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Bombas Gens garden

Valencia | Spain

GM paisajistas
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a space for reflection

The Bombas Gens garden is a modernist garden which is conceived and designed 
within the landscape restoration of a 1930s post-industrial building, respecting 
and integrating its architecture. It is imagined as the terminus of a visit to the 
Art Centre, and it is a stop –perhaps necessary– to decant the captured beauty 
and to assimilate its essence, an intimate space of rest and reflection.

the space
The GEYDA factory began its activity in 1930 on the outskirts of Valencia, a 
location populated with orchards and crops. The architect Cayetano Borso 
di Carminati produced an innovative design for a new foundry and created a 
building with four naves in the art deco style, which was finished in 1933. It 
features the remains of a 15th century farmhouse and wine cellar as well as a 
Civil War-era air raid shelter. In 1991 the factory ceased its activity and the site 
went through a period of deterioration. In 2014, the Fundació Per Amor a l’Art, 
acquired the property and promoted its reconstruction, including the garden.

The Bombas Gens cultural complex is a cultural space that exhibits its own 
collection and hosts other cultural events. The garden is the setting for 
presentations and events, as well as guided tours.

Aerial view from the south.

What is the Bombas Gens 
garden?
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Images of the exterior of the museum. Images of the garden in the interior of 

the museum.
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1.   day centre

2.   restaurant

3.   access courtyard

4.   art centre

5.   Bombas Gens offices

6.   air raid shelter

7.   Wilson foundation

8.   garden

9.   wine cellar 15th C. 
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4 
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6 

Plan of the architectural reconstruction project of 

the building for the cultural complex, made by the 

architect Ramon Esteve. 
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STRUCTURAL PLANTS

Solanum wedlandii bleu 

Nicotiana tomentosa

Datura variegata

Melianthus major

Farfugium japonicum

  

  

DENSE COMPOSITIONS OF TALL 

FOLLIAGE

Rudbeckia sullvantii “goldstrum”

Kniphofia uvaria “Nobilis”

Lantana ingrig

Perovskia atripicifolia “blue steel”

Crocosmia “lucifer”

Bulbine frutescens

A

CA

B

B

C

C

C

DD

D

D
D

DENSE COMPOSITIONS OF LOW 

FOLLIAGE

Stachys bizantina

Hemerocallis fulva “Kwanso”

Erigeron karvinkianus

Nandina doméstica “fire power”

Tulbadhia violacea

PLANTING SCHEME 
The design consists of different curves, in relation to the modernist style of the garden. 
For each space, 4 layers of shrubs have been defined: 
     STRUCTURAL PLANTS: more than 2m high that mark the character of the area. 
     DENSE COMPOSITIONS OF TALL FOLLIAGE: plants with pronounced greenery, with a well-defined structure that are alternated with the 
     structural plants. 
     DENSE COMPOSITIONS OF LOW FOLLIAGE: bunches of low plants complementary in colour. 
     GROUND COVER: weft of different species that vegetate the entire surface. 
The result is a mixture that alternates in textures, colours and flowering times, which achieves a natural and dynamic space.

GROUND COVER

Coreopsis vert “moon beam”

Verbena rigida polaris

Gazania “francis”

Delosperma wheels of wonder

Euphorbia myrsinites

ideation
The garden is inspired on the one hand by modernism, as a legacy of the 
building, and on the other hand by the de-architecture movement promoted by 
SITE in the 1970s.

The design of the garden is based on nature, in its romantic conception, as an 
unstoppable force capable of overcoming obstacles and appropriating spaces. 
The shapes are curved, organic and asymmetric; the plant species are exotic, with 
large lobed leaves and a profusion of colour. This is a vital, energetic and happy 
garden.

The vegetative palette has been inspired by the work of Alfons Mucha, especially 
in the series “The 4 seasons” (1896) with a view towards the Mediterranean 
garden. The compositional structure of shrubs corresponds to non-formal 
combinations of species with differentiated and complementary textures and 
structures, which appear natural in an anthropized space.

The SITE character of the architectural space brings to the topography of the 
garden a tragic conception, where the dramatic breaking of the pavement by the 
vegetation naturalizes the space.

The landscaping of Bombas Gens has been carried out on 1,147 m2, in five spaces: 
Garden, Foundation courtyard, vegetation cover, restaurant patio and Art Centre 
entrance.

SITE, Sculpture in the Environment. New York architecture studio founded in 1970 by James Wines, 

Michelle Stone, Alison Sky and Emilio Sousa.
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Images of the garden environment where 

the presence of fruit trees, palms and exotic 

trees stands out. 

Drawing of the main elevations of 

the garden. 

Drawing of the initial view of 

the patio with the sculpture 

by Cristina Iglesias.
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Images of the garden where the intervention 

can be seen on the edges, with the lateral 

bands with a thick substrate layer to 

accommodate the trees and hide views. 

garden structure
The initial space was flat and closed, typical of citrus orchards. This is 
a Hortusconclusus, an enclosed garden. The proposal, generated jointly 
with the architect Ramon Esteve, needed to create an intimate space and 
hide the uninteresting exterior visuals. Large trees were considered as 
a visual barrier, but this was difficult as there was limited topsoil due 
to an underground car park being included beneath a large portion of 
the garden. The modernist drive of the original idea, together with the 
concept of de-architecture, provided the solution: creating a series of 
breaks, of curves that raise the ground where the vegetation appears, 
allowing for the creation of two bands of substrate 60 and 100 cm deep to 
support the trees.

The curves have been made with paving stone similar to that used in the 
factory and which serves as a conductive material for the entire space. This 
is the same paving stone that curves, lifts and breaks by the force of the 
vegetation, which emerges from its bowels to create a leafy and colourful 
garden. The trees sink their roots to be reborn as powerful totems that 
colonise the former factory. 

Water, as an element of life embedded in the earth, is symbolised in Cristina 
Iglesias’ work entitled “A través”. The work is composed of two ditches that 
form a curve, inspired by the Turia riverbed. The interior of each ditch is 
composed of several layers of bas-relief cast bronze and patina, which, when 
superimposed, create an abstract interior with elements reminiscent of roots 
and river bottoms. 

To simplify the materials, the benches that accompany the sculpture are a 
battery of stone ashlars recovered from the factory itself.
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Images of the garden where the intervention 

is observed at the edges, recently finished.

Typical cross section of the operation on the 

lateral boundaries of the garden, with the 

elevation of the soil and the obtaining of the 

thickness of the substrate. 

Plants of the garden, with the tree species. 

1. Palm tree    2. Orange tree    3. Jacaranda   4. Magnolia   5. Lagerstroemia   6. Cypress   7. Platanus   

8. Pomegranate tree    9. Carob tree    10. Olive tree    11. Ficus   12. Grevillea   13. Erythrina   

Paving stone 
on soil Paving stone 

on soil

Paving stone 
on concrete
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Images of the plant elements in their different 

strata, arboreal, shrub and herbaceous, as well 

as ground covering and climbing plants. 

the garden and its vegetation
The tree stratum has several functions: to visually close the space, to generate 
fresh shade, to muffle the urban noise and to create its own atmosphere, which 
lies somewhere between Mediterranean and exoticism.

It is composed of three types of elements:

Exotic trees provide an atmosphere of powerful and unbridled nature. The 
large Ficus nitida is the back drop of the perspective, with its hanging roots 
that stake their claim in the soil. The Camellia Sansakua, arrived from Japan, 
with its delicate red flowers, and a colourful Erythrina Crista-galli complete 
the scene. In memory of the one that once stood in the nearby Doctor Trigo 
factory and was known in the neighbourhood as “l’arbre” where children 
gathered to play, a Jacaranda mimosifolia. Two specimens of Jupiter tree 
(Lagerstroemia indica) with twisted trunks and marble texture should be 
highlighted, which provide the sculptural profiles of the group.

The wall that encloses the wine cellar has been covered with orange trees that 
evoke the trade of lligadors d’horts, a name given in the 15th century to the 
Valencian farmers who were in charge of interlacing, grafting and tying up the 
orange trees. 

Thirdly, the typical trees of the Valencian landscape appear,such as carobs, 
palms, olives and pomegranates, the latter being over 100 years old. This 
landscape highlights the species of the Valencian drylands, which are capable of 
showing themselves in all their splendour, with their powerful trunks, twisted 
by time and large canopies able to provide shade.

The set of plants used for the shrub and flower stratum combines more than 120 
species. They are grouped in areas of shade and sun and make up a spectrum 
of colours ranging from yellow to violet. Varied textures combining subtropical 
perennials, shrubs, groundcover and grasses. Exotic species such as tobacco, 
golden jasmine or black coral colocasia provide different touches that combine 
with wild elements such as gauras and grasses,a play of shapes and colours that 
varies throughout the year and presents the garden differently on each visit.
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Images of the different compositions of the 

shrub and flower strata. 
Images of dry cultivation trees just after the 

museum opened.
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technical data

project     BOMBAS GENS CENTRE D’ART GARDEN

location     avda Burjassot 54, Valencia | Spain

promotion      Fundació per Amor a l’Art

     José Luis Soler | Susana Lloret                               

authors

landscape architecture    GM Paisajistas: Gustavo Marina | Rafael Barrera

architecture    REE Ramón Esteve

team    

project management   Rafael Ferriol

archeology    Paloma Berrocal  

sculpture    Cristina Iglesias

garden construction company   Agronatura espacios verdes. Norberto Lloret  

participating nurseries    Cultiser (trees)  Corma (shrubbery)

initial plantations     April 2017

completion      March 2018

surface garden    1.147 m2

budget     176.424 €

ratio     102 €/m2

vegetation    number of trees 38   no of botanical species 127

sink CO2    19.871 kg/year

photography    Alfonso Calza | José Manuel Madrona  

     Gustavo Marina 
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Natural History Museum park

St Gallen | Switzerland

Robin Winogrond landscape architect
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Natural History Museum St. 
Gallen park text:

Robin Winogrond

The newly built Natural History Museum St. Gallen forms a triage of public 
uses at the city’s edge, together with the Botanical Garden and St. Maria 
Neudorf church. The site of the museum’s park is typical of the Swiss 
landscape paradox. The heterogeneous urban periphery, large infrastructure 
installations and fragments of bucolic landscapes are tightly interwoven, 
leaving an ambiguous sense of place.

And thus the challenge: how to design a park in which visitors can immerse 
themselves in the wonders of natural history on the site of a former cow 
pasture, ironically located atop a highway tunnel surrounded by loud, 
heterogeneous structures of the periphery – traffic arteries, parking lots, 
sports fields, and multifamily housing. 

Conceptually, at a time when notions of nature or landscape no longer possess 
clear meaning, the park explores the contemporary, fuzzy duality of artificial 
nature and natural artificiality, addressing contradictions and frictions of the 
site and our contemporary relationship to the natural world. The mysteries of 
nature are woven into the park in stone, concrete and vegetation, challenging 
our usual understanding.

Pedagogically, in contrast to the linear, explanatory learning within the 
museum, clues about nature are strewn like fragments of history throughout 
the park, becoming catalysts of our imagination. In the sense of French 
philosopher Merleau-Ponty‘s “participatory perception”, learning in the park 
is intentionally left to personal, intuitive and sensory experiences without 
the use of rational, fact-based learning via signage.

Three central themes are exhibited: the relation between nature and culture, 
the three significant geological eras of eastern Switzerland, and a dialogue 
between science and faith.

Giant stepping stones with fossils embedded 

in the new woodland grove, become catalyst 

ot our imagination.  (R. Winogrond)
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A quote from Darwin being chiseled into the 

concrete. (Daniela Valentini)

Concrete surfaces being 

chilesed in various 

degrees of rawness.

(Daniela Valentine)

Test series for 

expressing the 

concrete as both 

a man-made and 

natural material. (R. 

Winogrond)

Shell fossils telling 

of the semi-tropical 

era of the region. (R. 

Winogrond)
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Concrete, which is man-made Nagelfluh, 

displayed both imprinted with man-made 

materials and slammed to imitate the 

rawness of natural Nagelfluh. (R. Winogrond) 

Access area to the museum.  (R. Winoground)

the setting and “the path as 
exhibition”
A newly planted, lush forest grove creates the setting for scenographic 
interventions. It filters out the heterogeneous surroundings and frames the 
visual dialogue between the new museum and the prominent historical 
church. But most importantly, the grove allows visitors to immerse themselves 
atmospherically, spatially and mentally into the park’s play on themes of 
nature. 

Within this setting, enormous concrete “stepping stones” up to 7m long 
become both path and exhibition. These bear poetic, philosophical, scientific 
and historical information about natural history, imprinted with fossils, 
quotations and geological terms offering clues to the relationship between 
the inseparable worlds of the natural and the artificial. Stepping stones, 
traditionally small in size, are a traditional landscaping tool which animate 
us to tread lightly, surrendering to nature and creating a sense of personal 
adventure and discovery, rather than moving efficiently from A to B.

In the park, the stepping stones offer the visitor the opportunity to step over 
dinosaur leg bones and eyes, ponder quotes from Darwin or the Bible, and 
learn local geological terms. Collaboration with the museum’s specialists 
allowed for an in-depth study and choice of narratives, fossils and terminology.

In order to form a unity between the house and the park, a relationship 

between the formal language is searched. The deformed rectangles of 

the stepping stones seek dialogue both with the museum building and 

with the wild growth of the park trees.

Concrete slabs | Rock shapes and sizes
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Sta Maria Neudorf church

highway tunnel 

Cross-section of the park on the buried 

highway 

Natural History Museum 

Rorschacherstrasse

Plan of the park and surroundings

museum park
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“Stepping stones” as bearers of poetic, 

philosophical, scientific and historical 

information imprinted with fossils, quotes and 

geological terms. (Das Bild) 

narratives of Geology
“Nagelfluh” is a conglomerate rock and the predominant natural stone of 
the region. It is, in fact, natural concrete. Conversely, when our man-made 
concrete is hammered it appears identical to Nagelfluh, but only man-made concrete 
can be moulded and imprinted by us as we wish. This odd relationship 
between the natural and the artificial is expressed in the concrete stepping 
stones. Hammered in various ways, it takes on the imagery of Nagelfluh. The 
naturalistic imagery is contrasted against the formable, man-made concrete 
through casting and imprinting. Wooded slat siding, drainage mats and jute 
fabric are imprinted into the concrete, and texts chiselled in 30cm high letters 
contrast with the rawness of the Nagelfluh texture with their precise forms and 
scientific meanings.

Beautiful, green sandstone is another significant local natural stone seen in 
the most important historical buildings. In the park, natural and cultural 
forms of it are again juxtaposed. Sandstone rubble from the local quarry 
could be bought very cheaply. In a win-win situation, the cheap rubble was 
used to cover the entire surface of the park. This turned into an important 
design principle because the 10-15cm of crushed stone allows visitors to walk 
over the entire park. Wandering through the space with no predetermined 
sequence of views or goals allows one to drift, actively discover and lose 
oneself mentally within the park, in the embodied experience of Merleau-
Ponty’s participatory perception. The coarse gravel demands that humans 
walk humbly and tentatively over nature, not goal-oriented as in our everyday 
urban spaces.

By contrast, architectural artefacts from the same sandstone lie throughout 
the park next to their raw, natural gravel form, creating a visual dialogue 
between cultural creation and natural resource. 

Testing for the texture and text of the concrete. 

(Studio Vulkan)
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Entrance path from street to park. (R. 

Winogrond) 

In the glacial melting, erratics rolled down the 

slope from the neighbouring canton. (Das Bild)

Tree trunks and metasequoia against the 

museum facade. (R. Winogrond) 

Research pond for school experiments. (Das 

WiId)
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 Cretaceous

 100 million years ago

 Molasse

 20-60 million years ago

 Exotic debris / Ice age

 20 million years ago

     Concept | Three geological periods

Reproduction of Edmontosaurus fossil. 

(Das Bild) 

Despite all we learned in school, few of us are able to distinguish geological 
eras. Three billion, 300 million or 300,000 years ago, great events happened, 
the dates tending to swim in a vague sense of: “Wow, that was a long time 
ago!” Therefore, the park reduces the immense geological timeline of northern 
Switzerland into a simple storytelling able to be fathomed by everyone from 
school children to their grandparents. Three main epochs are emphasised in 
the park: the Cretaceous (100 million years ago), the Molasse, or formation of 
the Alps (20-60 million years ago) and the glacial melt (20 million years ago).

St. Gallen was once a tropical ocean. That period, the Cretaceous, is shown 
in texts taken from the museum’s literature entitled “Bahamas” or “tropical 
ocean”, and fossils of dinosaurs, sharks, palm leaves or the animal “Sea Lilly”. 
The glacial melt carried foreign stone into the region. In the design phase, the 
desire was to use the colourful stones seen in local riverbeds. The museum’s 
geologist, however, explained that local stones are only beige and grey. The 
colourful stones are “erratics” that rolled down the slopes with the glacier 
from the neighbouring cantons. Huge colourful erratics from this period of 
geology roll into the park across the fields.

photos: R. Winogrond
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The constantly shifting of the park is highly 

dynamic due to the plant palette. (R. 

Winogrond) 

Two amelanchiers in contrast: wild and 

nursery. (R. Winogrond) 

narratives of green
Vegetation is a teller of stories both natural and cultural. 

The main species in the forest grove is the Hornbeam, originally chosen as one 
of several species. However, just before the project reached the construction 
drawings phase, the federal highway authorities took borings for the tunnel 
under the park and decided that the park could not be built due to its weight. 
After two years of negotiations it was agreed that flat-rooted trees could be 
planted with a larger distance between them. The flat-rooted Hornbeam, 
with its dense branches and organic form became the lead species, offering 
the needed visual filter and wildness to create the park’s atmospheric, 
mysterious density despite a reduced number of trees. A lush planting of 
ferns, ground cover plants and perennials is just beginning to fill in the forest 
floor. 

Hydrangea, one of the few non-native plants used, took a similar turn in 
logic. Our of fear of the plant roots piercing the roof of the tunnel, no woody 
vegetation was allowed on the tunnel arches, which spatially would have left 
plantless strips in the park. One can argue that the roots of the Hydrangea 
are either fleshy or woody, and by declaring them fleshy it was possible to 
use them to fill in the strips where no trees were allowed, thereby uniting the 
entire park into a coherent spatial whole. The hydrangeas were attacked as 
non-native by some ecologists, who insisted the park must be “all natural”. 
Considering the highly artificial nature of the site, we found it imperative to 
express, not ignore, the contradictions of contemporary nature in this peri-
urban site.

Some tree species were chosen to support a park narrative, such as the 
Metasequoia, planted where they once grew in the era of the tropical ocean. 
Other species display enigmas of nature. Ginkgos and larch trees surround 
the entrance of the museum. Whereas the ginkgo is officially an evergreen 
species, it has leaves not needles, and while the larch is officially an evergreen, 
it loses its needles in winter. Both species turn neon green in spring, green in 
summer and yellow in autumn.

Despite the intense reflections underlying the park’s design, it is considered 
a laboratory for the museum. Hence the planting scheme includes some new 
aspects such as the neophyte Stinging Nettle, valuable for many species of 
butterflies.
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Study of tree weight on top of the tunnel as the trees grow over time

     

year 1

     

year 3

     

year 6

     

year 10

     
TIPOLOGÍA 1:  DENSA

PEQUEÑO + MEDIO + GRANDE

     
TIPOLOGÍA 2:  MENOS DENSA

PEQUEÑO + MEDIO / GRANDE

     
TIPOLOGY 1:  DENSE

SMALL + MEDIUM + LARGE

     
TIPOLOGY 1:  DENSE

SMALL + MEDIUM + LARGE

     
TIPOLOGY 1:  DENSE

SMALL + MEDIUM + LARGE

     
TIPOLOGY 2:  LESS DENSE

SMALL + MEDIUM / LARGE

     
TIPOLOGY 2:  LESS DENSE

SMALL + MEDIUM / LARGE

     
TIPOLOGY 2:  LESS DENSE

SMALL + MEDIUM / LARGE

     
TIPOLOGY 3:  LITTLE OPEN

MEDIUM / LARGE

     
TIPOLOGY 3:  OPEN

LARGE

     
TIPOLOGY 3:  LITTLE OPEN

MEDIUM / LARGE

     
TIPOLOGY 3:  LITTLE OPEN

MEDIUM / LARGE

     
TIPOLOGY 3:  LITTLE OPEN

MEDIUM / LARGE

     
TIPOLOGY 3:  OPEN

LARGE

     
TIPOLOGY 3:  OPEN

LARGE

     
TIPOLOGY 3:  OPEN

LARGE

     
TIPOLOGY 1:  DENSE

SMALL + MEDIUM + LARGE

     
TIPOLOGY 2:  LESS DENSE

SMALL + MEDIUM / LARGE
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A field of high biodiversity serves to teach 

about ecology. (R. Winogrond) 

narratives of past
A myriad of terms and concepts taken from the museum literature are spread 
throughout the park, giving clues to information in the museum exhibitions: 
metamorphosis, Holocene, super continent…for school classes a learning 
method for inspiring exchange and discussion. 

The church asked that the park incorporate a dialogue between the two theories 
of the creation of the world: scientific and creationism. Three quotes bridge 
this dialogue. 

Alongside the church, a quote from the Bible: “The Lord God took the man 
and put him in the Garden of Eden to work it and take care of it.” Close to the 
museum, one from Charles Darwin: “Nothing in life is more constant than 
change”, and bridging the two, a quote from Max Planck: “Mankind needs 
science to discern, and faith to act.”
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the Louvre-Lens museum park

Lens | France

Mosbach paysagistes

4
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description
The Louvre Lens museum park is situated on a horizontal slag heap, which 
served as storage for the coal mining waste material and rises four metres 
above the adjoining town.

The site is marked by the two enormous slag heaps in nearby Loos-en-Gohelle, 
and surrounded on all sides by garden cities. 

The constellation of flat areas and ‘rider seams’ (network of raised roads/
excavated earth for transport purposes) punctuate a surface shaped by the 
cartography of hidden underground resources. This surface looks like it has 
been interlinked by a unique economic pattern from bygone days. While 
elsewhere it was farming that shaped the fields and orchards, here the coal 
industry fashioned the land. The economics of extracting was responsible 
for the layout of the areas used for the production and transportation of 
materials, as well as for the living areas and typology of the houses specific to 
different social categories (families, unmarried people, engineers, foremen…).

The aerial views show the overlaying of the colonising acidic environments 
of manmade and subsequently abandoned industrial forms on top of the 
undulations of the basic original topography of the local landscapes. At the 
four cardinal points, the site is joined to the surrounding lands over several 
kilometres by what remains of the ‘rider seams’. As such, the museum park 
irrigates the countryside in-depth, just as the very unique garden cities are all 
naturally brought to the threshold of the museum.

During its 20 years of abandonment, the former railway lines were the first 
niches to be reclaimed by vegetation. Today, they support a pioneer forest 
located to the west. Corridors of native plants took hold along the borders 
of the rider seams between fragmented parcels controlled by the mines. The 
critical mass of this spontaneous vegetative vigour and that of the adjoining 
garden cities represents valuable capital in a region whose arboreal heritage 
has been depleted. 

Running along the edges of the woods, protected from the noise of the railway 
lines and the neighbouring streets, the path leads to a very wide clearing, a 
vast meadow with trees on all sides. The context sparks the visitor’s curiosity, 
invites them to go with the flow of the movement, to explore a museum park, 
which like a stick insect merges with nature, enhancing the landscape rather 
than occupying it. Multiplying the volumes offers a way to avoid overloading 
the site and upsetting the scale of its vast programme. 

2005 - Industrial activity on the Horizontal 

Slag Heap (Francis Bocquet)

2012 - Louvre Lens Museum Park-Opening 

December. (Iwan Baan) West Horizon Loos-

en-Gohelle Slag Heap UNESCO protected.
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mine economy network mine economy network (on site) museum network (on site)
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ecological framework
The Louvre Lens settlement situated on one of the pitheads of the former 
mines demonstrates the capacity of a region to make the switch from 
economic production to an economy regenerated by inhabiting and 
revisiting the memories of the past, in an area in contact with the world of 
art and culture in the broadest sense.

The elongated shape of the site, an imprint from the distribution method of 
the industrial fl ows of mined materials, skewed the way in which the park 
in situated. It is then a question of using this museum park to structure 
the plant dynamic, which primed the attractiveness of the site, the cultural 
dynamic, derived from the museum itself, the event platforms, the soft 
connections provided by the rider seams and the living memory of the 
mining history, fl owing from the life cycle of plant material becoming coal, 
a valuable economic resource, and then, in a sort of inverted symmetry, 
from the depleted coal resources being transformed into a natural park of 
plant life, a valuable heritage resource.

Similarly to the way that threads of microorganisms fi x atmospheric nitrogen 
in order to transform it into valuable nitrates, the surface of the ground is 
perforated with pockets of drainage stones, mineral storage, looking like 
clusters of liquid drops, which capture water, retain it, fi lter it and return the 
excess to the strip of gardens. Oscillatoria are fi lamentous cyanobacteria*, 
named aft er the oscillation in their movement. Their cell rows are sometimes 
broken by a larger cell called a heterocyst, an organ that fi xes the atmospheric 
nitrogen (dinitrogen), transforming it into a bio-accessible form of nitrogen. 
In the microbial fabric, the by-products of the process (ammonia) are oft en 
abandoned and contribute to making the microbial fabric an element of 
fertilization from the moment it appears. These perforations in the ground 
are the favoured substrate of mosses, which have the ability to capture and fi x 
heavy metals to the soils and actually reduce the ambient dust blowing off  the 
surrounding mined soils.

*Cyanobacteria, are the fi rst stage towards a formation of superior vegetable.  Their abilities of reviving 
and of liberating nitrate and other substances give them an oft en underestimated ecological role.  By 
their capacity for dispersion through air and their exponential reproductive speed, these Cyanobacteria 

microbial fabrics form a scar tissue with the associated mosses that stops the erosion of soil.
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public park                                                                                                          network of fallow land                                                                     cultural extensions                                                                                       

time of recovering, types of recovering, places 

of recovering                                                 

network of mining rail tracks                                               

acid dump: shale and waste from coal mining 

(pebble and clay)                                               

social extensions                                         

park-building, temporary exhibitions                                           
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Competition Concept embedded in a museum park-Three Dynamics intermingled by the park: 

Cultural Dynamics, refreshing the local & global history-Plant Dynamics, the attractive background 

welcoming the programme-Mining Dynamics, the trans-geological roots of the site. (C. Mosbach)
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Ground floor Plan (MOSBACH PAYSAGISTES, 

Catherine Mosbach. PARIS ; SANAA, Kazuyo 

Sejima, Ryue Nishizawa. TOKIO; Imrey 

Culbert. NEW YORK).                                                                                   

BUILDING 5.  GALLERIE DU VIDRE                                                                BUILDING 4.  GALLERIE DU TEMPS                                                         BUILDING 3.  ACCESS HALL                                       BUILDING 2.  TEMPORARY EXHIBITIONS                               BUILDING 1.  STAGE         

BUILDING 1.  STAGE                                      BUILDING 2.  TEMPORARY EXHIBITIONS                                            BUILDING 3.  ACCESS HALL                                                             BUILDING 4.  GALLERIE DU TEMPS                                                        BUILDING 5.  GALLERIE DU VIDRE

BUILDING 1.  STAGE                                     BUILDING 2.  TEMPORARY EXHIBITIONS                                             BUILDING 3.  ACCESS HALL                                                                                                                     

     1. wells  7.  restaurant       13. Place des Arts Vivants     19. Bus stop  25. water tank

     2. “Foyer”  8.  upper part of embankment      14. meadow      20. PK restaurant  

     3. “Gallerie du Temps” 9.  “Grand Cavalier” (station connection)     15. “Terrace du midi”     21. PK stage  27. green classroom

     4. temporal exposition 10. “Cavalier Crow” (stadium connection)     16. slag       22. stepped meadow 28. Cercle des Initiés 

     5. “Gallerie du Vidre” 11. north entrance (historical)      17. courtyard      23. administration  29. “Plateforme lúdique”

     6. stage  12. “Grand Cavalier Ouest”       18. great esplanade     24. PK administration 30. “Plateforme d’exploitation”

Elevation West-East & South-North (MOSBACH 

PAYSAGISTES, Catherine Mosbach. PARIS 

; SANAA, Kazuyo Sejima, Ryue Nishizawa. 

TOKYO; Imrey Culbert. NEW YORK).                                                                                   
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concept
This regular perforation of the grounds surrounding the museum allows 
for a structured transition from blossoming prairie clearings to the mineral 
surfaces around the buildings, by progressively densifying towards a level of 
shrub formations before finishing in the pioneer forest.

Around the reception facilities, the benches are green canopies, grassy fringes 
around sandy beaches on the parvis or monoliths on excavated slopes in the 
gardens. The site is an invitation to picnic, whether to support the pedagogical 
association with the temporary exhibits of the galleries, or to enjoy the gardens 
as evocative of the life cycle from plants to coal, or simply to appreciate the 
neighbourhood gardens that lie to the south.

The outlines of the project weave together the interior-exterior from a stock of 
deposited materials, as open to visits by people as to the work of time, of water, 
of the plants, producing in real time the works of man and the landscape.

This is not a public park, not a suburban forest, but a pioneer park-museum.

Bird View Prairie Estrade. (Philippe Fruitier)
Representation of the museum- Children 

Drawing. (Paris Momes)
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Textures and Details
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Auditorium from Prairie Estrade. (C. Mosbach) Terrasse du Midi - Looking to parvis (C. Mosbach)

Grand Cavalier Ouest - West Rider Seams 

looking to West Entrance. (C. Mosbach)

Prairie Estrade looking to Paul Bert- North-

West Worker District. (C. Mosbach)
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 cut zone    refuge zone      beginning of tree colonisation

 zona cortada

 regeneration cut of the pioneer trees on site       post-pioneer planting (seedlings)                       pioneer selection, competition thinning               adult status of post-pioneer trees

Planning Service-East Meadow Maintenance Strategy to engage 

Biodiversity Shelter. (Mosbach Paysagistes)

Planning Service-Threshold-Renewal Consolidation Strategy for 

the Spontaneous Wood. (Mosbach Paysagistes)
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evaluation
When an institution like the Louvre puts down roots in this soil, and by extension 
in this region, it offers a striking opportunity, since its primary mission is to 
embody the memory of art. We are talking about types of encounters between 
these two universes that seem at first sight to be disparate, and yet draw from 
the same resource, commonly known as culture: art on the one hand, and an 
industrial and landscape culture on the other. A team of experts has engaged with 
the Louvre Lens project to define a range of parameters for High Environmental 
Quality (HQE), a national certification program in France for cultural facilities.

Here, the project is enacted through withdrawal, subtraction, in order perhaps 
to protect meaning and to cultivate its inexhaustible history, so that it reveals 
itself in its multiple layers, available to the visitors who wish to probe it.

Our strategy restores the disturbed link between skin (recording surface) and 
depth (resources from yesterday and tomorrow). It opens the door to future ages 
by introducing art as the mediator of all the ages and as the bridge to new ways 
of thinking.

The park outlines the challenges of a programmatic content (triggers of active 
memory), the spatial strategy of a cultural facility (park-museum) and the 
potential landscape events (extended Louvre museum park).

One level represents each of these strata, each of which explains the temporal 
dimension to which it belongs. The Louvre gardens materialise at their 
intersection like so many extracts of a living memory. This technical and 
scientific translation of the resources is not, however, covered over by an 
accumulation of information that palpably divides the land. 

Lobby Main entrance - Flow of people on the 

tracks of the rider seams - mines exploitation 

wagons. (C.Mosbach)
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All images Catherine Mosbach.
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the park is:
Experience, which provides access to the museum from all ten park entrances 
from the four cardinal points.

Landscaped setting, which extends the programs of the museum outside its 
walls. It is the place for cultural programming, events and public gatherings 
in connection with the activities of the museum.

Connection between the museum, the town and the surrounding lands.

*a place of memory for the history of the site and its relationship to the Loos-
en-Gohelle waste dumps.

*a place that extends the horizon of the museum beyond its traditional 
perimeter of 1850, relaying contemporary art and its potential intersections 
with the ground realities.

*a structured environment that offers dynamic morphing views to everyone.

Attractive spot, a destination in itself, which promotes ownership of the 
museum by local residents not familiar with the art world and facilitates 
contact with the art-appreciating population from all cultural backgrounds.

*a nearby space available for walking and relaxing during the closed hours of 
the museum.

*a recreational and leisure area

*an eco-friendly environment that creates social ties (meeting-place gardens, 
respect given to the natural environment)

Integral and integrated part (without a defensive display) provided by the 
security system by the museum: thresholds distancing (stilts and wooden 
fences, green canopy…)

Sustainable process that relies on the versatility and universality of the design 
that fits several functions.

Structured educational device for the site with an aspect of temporality

*technical platform to present the maintenance strategy

*green classroom under a circle of cherry trees

*lais network for three main strata

mine layer - industrial stage 

environmental layer - geological time

cultural layer - exhibition rhythm

Lobby Main entrance. (C. Mosbach)
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“Playgrounds”

Jardins des Arts Vivants-Lais- Pedagogic 

garden.

Plateforme Ludique

Plateforme d’Exploitation

photos: Francis Bocquet

Cercle des Initiés
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La Grand Esplanade. (Hisao Suzuki)

La Grand Esplanade - From West to East. 

(Hisao Suzuki)
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photo: Catherine Mosbach photo: Hufton & Crow

photo: Hufton & Crow
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